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If youre looking for a JRPG that doesnt upset your system, and gives you a few more hands-on hours
of missions and exploration over a base of tweaks rather than tinkering, then Ni No Kuni 2: Revenant

Kingdom could be for you. However, its far from a perfect journey: whilst the worlds lore is deeper
and the characters more well-written than anything else on the market, its the execution that lets it
down, especially on the PC. The hardest decision Im faced with in this review is the fact that Ni No

Kuni 2 cannot be sold without its predecessor - and that it cannot be sold for half the cost. Not only is
Ni no Kuni 2 an excellent production, its my favourite JRPG to date, surpassing all the games that

have come before it in every way that matters. If you're looking to discover an RPG like Ni no Kuni 2,
and you want the most in-depth experience, PC will likely disappoint you. The PC version of Ni no

Kuni 2: Revenant Kingdom stutters and chugs along, unable to deliver the smooth, charming
experience that handheld release delivers. If I were a console-only player, I'd be worried - because so
much time and effort have been poured into this game, and it is too interesting to ignore. Ni no Kuni

is not the only game to benefit from being developed by Level-5. Even these powerhouse
development teams arent immune to making their first foray into a genre that tends to be a little
intimidating, and there is no lack of eagerness to start bending the genre to their will. Level-5 had
fun making the game, and so far it has manifested its fun as a game made to be played by both
hardcore fans of the genre, as well as those who are more casual JRPG fans looking for a great,

accessible JRPG.
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There are lots of new things in
Revenant Kingdom - the graphic novel-

esque cutscene backdrops are a
delight and add a sharpness to the

narrative that is lacking in the games
old-school polygonal backgrounds.
Everything about the narrative is

modernized, from the camera pans on
your finger movements, to the way

Evan and crew respond to a situation
as you progress through the story, to
the way we see the characters' inner
thoughts. The new music is catchy
and suitably epic. And not only is
Evan is regal among the fair folk -

with beautiful detail, from his scarves
and golden crown to his magical
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starfish-shaped ring - the
characterisation itself is more sharply
drawn. This is all a given, of course,
but whats great about Ni no Kuni II is
that its really all to play. In the main
campaign, its not long before youre
able to turn your playground into a
populated, well-populated city that
youre eagerly planning to expand.

There are then things to do.
Everything you want to expand the

city on the world map of the
overworld is available to buy, from
new buildings to citizens to spells.

Youll be constructing your fairy-tales
marble palace, turning it into a

magical kingdom, while keeping an
eye out for bigger, badder monsters
and dealing with them in real-time.
Level-5s strategy games boast huge
worlds, and many of them feature a
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very involved and complex combat
system. But Ni No Kuni 2s actual

worlds a very richly crafted painting,
and they feel like places you could

visit and explore. The combat is
nothing but fun, but also easy to get

used to, and the characters are a
constant delight. The combat and

world-building side of the game might
be the more fun, but its the story,
characters, and overall world that

make Ni no Kuni II a great deal of fun.
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